
24 HOUR HOT LINE Trauma Spiritual Care Chaplains 

1. We need basic standards and values that we can agree to as we are work alongside each other and represent each 

other and VOAD/OES. 

2. We need to hold each other accountable to the commitments we make because we know it will affect the well-

being of others.  Note:  On duty, you have five minutes to answer your email. 

3. We need to understand and support leadership, chain of command, along with the policies and procedures in 

place. 

4. We need to support the goal to respect everyone. 

5. We are “Constitutional Chaplains not Congregational Clergy”.  

6. We will provide trauma spiritual care considering people's own spiritual resources to cope with physical, mental, 

social, and spiritual distress and challenges.  

7. We will not promote, proselytize, share, or invite a caller to our House of Worship. 

8. We will avoid accepting donations or gifts. 

9. We need to be transparent and demonstrate ethics, not having the appearance of wrong doing, no abusive or fowl 

language, or being above dishonor. 

10. We need to work together and maintain healthy professional relationships. 

11. We value everyone and will try to give "the benefit of the doubt" when we have limited information. 

12. We encourage our team membership to be diverse, without regard to unlawful considerations of sex, sexual 

orientation, gender (including gender identity and/or expression), race, color, creed, national or ethnic origin, 

citizenship status, religion or philosophical beliefs, disability, marital and civil union status, age, genetic 

information, veteran status or any personal attribute or characteristic that is protected by applicable local, state or 

federal laws. 

13. We are mutually responsible to one another and for our work in trauma spiritual care. 

14. It is the understanding and agreeing to, not only the House of Worship you represent (and are in good standing), 

but also the way you personally function in this discipline. 

15. Trauma spiritual care ethics combine the characteristics of the person (compassion, justice) along with the 

standards of conduct (following procedures and policies). 

16. We must understand our own limitations in trauma spiritual care (all questions will be directed to ECO Chaplain). 

17. We must be aware of how to proceed under circumstances when the person we are trying to help pushes up 

against our boundaries, disregards our boundaries, or even try to manipulate our boundaries. 

18. It is ethical to demonstrate and present the right credentials and education to serve others the best way we can.  

19. We must be aware that there are also legal requirements when we offer trauma spiritual care.  Filling out the After 

Action Recap (AAR) will collect the much needed data.  

20. *We must maintain confidentiality, outside your trauma spiritual care work. 

I, the undersigned, acknowledge that I have received and have read this 24 HOUR HOT LINE Trauma Spiritual Care 

Interfaith Chaplains Code of Ethics Document and will adhere to the policies set forth. I have had an opportunity to 

clarify any questions through respond2021@gmail.com, which I may have concerning the provisions of this 24 HOUR 

HOT LINE Trauma Spiritual Care Interfaith Chaplains Code of Ethics Document.  I have read, understood, and 

agree: 

 
____________________________________   __________________________________ _________________ 

Print name         Signature    Date 

  
Please provide a copy of your certificate, license, ordination, or commissioned document verifying you are recognized as 

a Chaplain.  

Name of House of Worship (you are in good standing) __________________________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________ Email: _________________________  

Contact Name and Phone number (for verification):  

__________________________________________________________ 

  



 


